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From Go¨del to Einstein: Computability between logic and physics
at CiE 2006
The seven papers in this special issue arose from the conference CiE 2006: Logical Approaches to
Computational Barriers, held at the University of Wales Swansea in July, 2006. CiE 2006 was the second of a
new series of conferences associated with the interdisciplinary network Computability in Europe.
Computability in Europe (CiE) is an informal network of European scientists working on computability theory,
including its foundations, technical development, and applications. Among the aims of the network is advancing our
theoretical understanding of what can and cannot be computed, by any means of computation. Its scientific vision
is broad: computations may be performed with discrete or continuous data by all kinds of algorithms, programs,
and machines. Computations may be made by experimenting with any sort of physical system obeying the laws of
a physical theory such as Newtonian mechanics, quantum theory or relativity. Computations may be very general,
depending upon the foundations of set theory; or very specific, using the combinatorics of finite structures. CiE also
works on subjects intimately related to computation, especially theories of data and information, and methods for
formal reasoning about computations. The sources of new ideas and methods include practical developments in areas
such as neural networks, quantum computation, natural computation, molecular computation, computational learning.
Applications are everywhere, especially in algebra, analysis and geometry, or data types and programming.
The conferences CiE 2005 in Amsterdam and CiE 2006 in Swansea are at the start of a new conference series
CiE-CS that will reconvene in 2007 in Siena, 2008 in Athens, 2009 in Heidelberg and 2010 in Ponta Delgada (Ac¸ores).
CiE 2006 focused on the variety of logical approaches to all kinds of computational barriers, like the practical
and feasible ones, centered around the P vs. NP problem; the computable ones connected to models of computers and
programming languages; and the hypercomputable ones. These three kinds of barriers are ubiquitous in computability
theory: They occur in classical computability theory on discrete data; in computations with continuous data like higher
types, real numbers or topological spaces; and in the physical sciences where we find for example quantum computers,
analogue computers, and other computing systems based on classical, relativistic and quantum mechanics.
The conference provided an interdisciplinary venue for researchers from computer science and mathematics to
exchange ideas, approaches and techniques in their respective work, thereby generating a wider community for work
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on new computational paradigms that allows uniform approaches to diverse areas, the transformation of theoretical
ideas into applicable projects, and general cross-fertilization transcending disciplinary borders.
CiE 2006 had a regular preproceedings volume published in the Lecture Notes in Computer Science:
Arnold Beckmann, Ulrich Berger, Benedikt Lo¨we, and John V. Tucker (eds.), Logical Approaches to
Computational Barriers, Second Conference on Computability in Europe, CiE 2006, Swansea, UK, July 2006,
Proceedings, Heidelberg 2006 [Lecture Notes in Computer Science 3988].
As a follow-up to the conference, the organizers of CiE 2006 have also prepared post-conference publications,
organized by topics. Three special issues of journals are being edited with journal versions of talks and presentations
at CiE 2006, one on computability between logic and physics, one on theory of computation, and one on logical
approaches to computational barriers.
This special issue of the journal Theoretical Computer Science A is the post-conference publication on
“Computability between Logic and Physics”. The special issue underwent a thorough and strict refereeing process.
The selection procedure was the work of many referees who put in a lot of work to ensure the quality of the special
issue.
Two of the articles (Avron and Welch) represent two of our special sessions, namely the special sessions entitled
Go¨del Centenary: His Legacy for Computability (organized byMatthias Baaz and JohnWDawson) andMathematical
Models of Computers and Hypercomputers (organized by Joel D Hamkins and Martin Ziegler). The remaining five
papers are full versions of contributed talks; one of those (Cockshott/Michaelson) had a short version published in the
aforementioned LNCS preproceedings volume.
We would like to thank all our referees for their help in producing this special issue, including the members of the
CiE 2006 Programme Committee. The conference was sponsored by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
Council (EPSRC), the Awdurdod Datblygu Cymru/Llywodraeth Cynulliad Cymru (Welsh Development Agency;
WDA), the London Mathematical Society (LMS), the British Logic Colloquium (BLC), the Kurt Go¨del Society (KGS),
the European Association for Theoretical Computer Science (EATCS) and the Association for Symbolic Logic (ASL).
For the most current information about the conference series CiE-CS, we refer the reader to our webpage
http://www.illc.uva.nl/CiE/.
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